The complexity of the multiple, fragmented subcultures at work in megaprojects is yet not well understood (Clegg et al., 2002; Van Marrewijk et al., 2008). Large-scale global projects are potentially conflict-ridden contexts for project partners, because they involve many different stakeholders, geographically dispersed and with often conflicting interests, working across ‘institutional differences’ between project partners – i.e., differences in regulations, political systems and culture. (Scott et al., 2011). Project managers who come from diverse national and organizational cultures develop cultural practices to govern the agreed contracts (Clegg et al., 2002). Under such circumstances, project partners may be motivated to overcome differences and to establish firm informal relationships across institutional divides. Indeed, Orr and Scott (2008) show how project partners resolve differences by creating relational contracts. However, relational contracts are robust to volatility but not to ambiguity (Carson et al., 2006). Ambiguity causes project managers to differ in their perceptions of the same context and in their cultural practices (Carson et al., 2006). Therefore, explicit attention needs to be given to cultural practices in order for us to fully understand the complexity of governing megaprojects.
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